Axial-shear strain distributions in an elliptical inclusion model: experimental validation and in vivo examples with implications to breast tumor classification.
Recently, we reported on the axial-shear strain fill-in of the interior of loosely bonded stiff elliptical inclusions in a soft background at non-normal orientations, and the lack of fill-in in firmly bonded inclusions at any orientation. In this paper, we report on the experimental validation of the simulation studies using tissue-mimicking gelatin-based phantoms. We also show a few confirmatory examples of the existence of these phenomena in benign vs. malignant breast lesions in vivo. Phantom experiments showed that axial-shear strain zones caused by firmly bonded elliptical inclusions occurred only outside of the inclusion, as predicted by the simulation. By contrast, the axial-shear strain zones filled in the interior of loosely bonded elliptical inclusions at non-normal orientations. The axial-shear strain elastograms obtained from the in vivo cases appeared to be in general agreement with our experimental results. The results reported in this paper may have important clinical implications. Specifically, axial-shear strain fill-in inside an inclusion may be a unique signature of stiff, loosely bonded, ellipsoidal or elongated inclusions at non-normal orientations. Thus, it may be useful as a marker of benignity of benign breast lesions (e.g., fibroadenomas) that are generally stiff, elongated and loosely bonded to the host tissues.